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FREE GAME GUIDES, TIPS, &
EBOOKS
Looking for the most up to date strategies for the latest games? Sign-up for free to get these
delivered straight to your inbox! Hundreds of the most recent & popular games are covered!

Click or visit the URL below to get started.
*Signup from the homepage popup or click the “newsletter” link at the top of the page.
http://www.hiddenstuffentertainment.com/

How to Install the Game for
PlayStation 4
1) Start your PlayStation 4 System.
2) Sign-in to your account. Please note, if you do not have an account you
can use the “Create Account” button below the sign-in page as pictured
below.

3) Once signed in, go to the PlayStation Store on your home screen or visit:
http://store.playstation.com/

4) Click on “Search” and input the title you are searching for.
*Please note- there may be times where games and or content are unavailable.
We cannot guarantee that the specific game you are searching for will be
available.
5) Once you locate the title you are searching for, click the “Download”
button as shown in the screenshot below.

6) Once your game has downloaded it will be ready to play by visiting the
home screen.

How to Install the Game for Xbox One
1) Start your Xbox One System.
2) Sign-in to your account. Please note, if you do not have an account you
can use the “Create Account” button below the sign-in page as pictured
below.

3) Once Signed in, navigate to the “Store” page as shown in the picture
below.

4) Once in the store, search for the title you are looking for.

*Please note- there may be times where games and or content are unavailable.
We cannot guarantee that the specific game you are searching for will be
available.

5) Download the title. Once it is complete it will be made available to play by
visiting the home screen.

How to Install for Windows PC 8 or 10
1) Locate the Windows Phone App Store Icon on your phone/tablet and click on it.

2) Locate the Search box and search for the app that you want to download.

3) Click on the Download Icon to download and install the app.

4) Once the game has installed. Find the game icon on your device and click it to
begin playing. Enjoy!

Getting Started
This game covers the heroes, troops and locations which are found in the movies.
This is a really massive game that it even touched on the prequels which are
dreadful which I actually do pretend not to exist. This is because the hideous self
of Freddy Krueger - Jar Jar will only be manifested when you know so much about
him. Now that we tend to be through having an Imperial jackboot that is hefty
stuck into groin of George Lucas, below are some useful tips that will help you fair
better in the multiplayer system of this game.
You will be told how to survive for a longer period of time, how you can get
levelled up in a faster way and then be able to shop in a smarter way once you
have had smart cards.

The Basics
Below are some of the basic concepts of this game.
This game has got 6 modes that you can play in. They are listed below.
Arcade – This is a single player mode or co – op. The focus here is to have NPC
enemies eliminated.
Galactic Assault – Two teams that are huge with 20 players will be given
objectives which are needed to be achieved in other to make progress. It could be
having their positions defended. One of the teams will be defending while the
other is going to be attacking. Once the objectives get completed, the attacking
team has won. However, once the other team’s respawn can get reduced up to
zero, the defending team will be declared the winner.
Starfighter Assault – A space battle of 24 players. Some given objectives will
need to be completed by the team that is attacking. Such could be having a
command ship destroyed or having bombers destroyed. It is the job or duty of the
team that is defending to stop these objectives from getting achieved.
Strike Mission – This is played by 16 players. One side is going to have an
objective of having an item captured after which it will be returned to a particular
area. It is the job of the other item to ensure that this doesn’t happen.
Heroes Vs. Villains – This is a mode for 8 players. It is all about the last team
that will be standing after players must have battled in star wars universe.
Blast – This is played by 20 players. It will have you forced into a deathmatch.
Rather than having a classic loadout set with different types of gear, a class can
actually be chosen by players with abilities as well as preset weapons.
Every soldier in this game has got a primary weapon (usually one). Unless they
have got one of their various abilities to be secondary firearm.
You will have crates earned once you play in games which will have credits
unlocked. Star cards and boosts can also get unlocked. It is possible to have star

cards added to a player’s character classes starships. This will enable them to
become very effective during combats or even have new abilities unlocked.
Crafting parts which are from crates can also be unlocked. This will allow you to
have star cards crafted which will enable you to have your Heroes as well as
classes customized.
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